A similar checkout total this year with nearly 30,000 checkouts, even though we missed 2 weeks of circulation due to Hurricane Irma and the ice storm. We will continue to strive to increase our number of checkouts and maybe return to our 2015-2016 Total, even though we have over 100 less students than we did then.

We maintained somewhat of a balance of Fiction vs. Non-Fiction Checked Out, with a higher nonfiction circulation total this year than the past few years. This reflects that our students still enjoy reading fictional stories for pleasure as well as exploring non-fiction books for interests, knowledge, and research. We have updated our collection with many new nonfiction books this year, which can certainly cause this increase in non-fiction circulation.

New Books

Lot's of New Books...Nearly $15,000 spent on new books thanks to SPLOST and Book Fair Proceeds

New Collection Total 23,745 Books with 654 Books added this year.

Average of 29 Books per Student

Our Library is Even Bigger Than What's Between the 4 walls....

Spout Springs eBook Offerings

- PebbleGO
- TrueFlix
- FreedomFLIX
- Britannica E-STAT
- Destiny Discover
- Timberwolf Library